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Oh boy!  I am going to go to the Pumpkin Patch!  The Pumpkin
Patch is a really fun place to go.  There are fun things to do at

the Pumpkin Patch.

To get to the Pumpkin Patch you have to drive in a car. You
drive all the way to Sauvie Island.  Follow the signs that say

"Pumpkin Patch"!

The Pumpkin Patch is more than just a pumpkin patch.  They
have a barn full of animals you can meet!  I am going up the

stairs and into the barn!  The barn is free!



There is a goat to meet!

He is a very friendly goat! Some people pet him on his head.
He likes that.

There are other animals too!  Sometimes there is a pony.
Sometimes there is a llama.  Sometimes the animals get a day

off.



Sometimes there is a lamb and a girl peacock.

Mr. Peacock is not far away!

These animals don't like to be petted. They are very nice to
look at. If they aren't there, they must have the day off.



The piglets are very funny!  Sometimes they will come up and
snort and oink at you!  It makes people laugh!

Sometimes there is a rabbit!  He likes to sleep a lot. He is in a
cage so you can't pet him.



There is a funny duck too!  He quacks and wiggles his tail!

If you are tired you can sit on the hay bales outside the barn.
It was nice to meet the animals!



The Pumpkin Patch Market has lots of fruits and vegetables to
buy with cash, debit or credit cards.

There are lots of people in the store sometimes.  These two are
looking at baskets and squash.



If you need the restroom it is next to the market.

The bathroom has a funny sign. Girls go on the side that says
"Cows". Boys go on the side that says "Bulls".

Girls and Women                 Boys and Men



If you get hungry you can eat at the Patio Café.  They only
take cash.  You order your food at one window and pick it up at

another window.

These people picked up their lunches and are eating under the
roof where the rain can't get them wet.



These people are eating outside at a picnic table.  That is a
good spot when it is not raining.  There is a gazebo in the

background.  If you need a break the gazebo is a nice quiet
place to sit. It has nice benches.

What else is there to do at the Pumpkin Patch?  LOTS more!
There is a corn maze.  It costs money.



There are hayrides to the pumpkin patch.  This is where you
go to get on a hayride.  To the right is a giant pyramid of hay

bales you can climb on!

There is also a gift shop!  Outside the gift shop is a bench you
can sit on if you get tired.

You can buy flowers too!



There is an ATM if you need more money.

Have a great time at the Pumpkin Patch!

For further information and current menu and ticket prices go to:

www.thepumpkinpatch.com
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Text and Photos by Brett Bigham.

Special thanks to the Students and Staff of our Transition Classroom for letting me chase
them around all day with the camera.
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